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Abstract—A prototype reference radiometer for the Microwave
Imaging Radiometer Using Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) instrument of the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity satellite has been developed. The reference radiometer is an L-band fully polarimetric
noise injection radiometer (NIR). The main purposes of the NIR
are: 1) to provide precise measurement of the average fully polarimetric brightness temperature scene for absolute calibration of the
MIRAS image map and 2) to measure the noise temperature level
of the noise distribution network of the MIRAS for individual receiver calibration. The performance of the NIR is a decisive factor
of the MIRAS performance. In this paper we present the operation principles and calibration procedures of the NIR, a measurement technique called blind correlation making measurements of
full Stokes vector possible with the noise injection method, and finally experimental results verifying certain aspects of the design.
Index Terms—Digital correlation, noise injection radiometer
(NIR), polarimetric radiometer, Stokes parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Microwave Imaging Radiometer Using Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) instrument is the single payload of the
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission of European Space Agency (ESA) [1], [2]. MIRAS is an interferometric
radiometer providing brightness temperature images of earth’s
surface at L-band. The calibration procedure of the MIRAS involves three reference radiometers, which are to provide a fully
polarimetric reference for the absolute calibration of the MIRAS
image map. Additionally, it is to measure the noise temperature
level of the noise distribution network (NDN), which is used for
individual receiver calibration.
The reference radiometer is a fully polarimetric noise injection radiometer (NIR) with the capability to measure the noise
temperature level of the NDN. The NIR can also be used in the
MIRAS array as a regular receiver unit for the formation of the
interferometric image.
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Fully polarimetric radiometers measure the so-called modified Stokes parameters, which are defined under the Rayleigh–
Jeans approximation as [4]

(1)

where , , , and
are the brightness temperatures of
the vertically and horizontally polarized radiation and third and
fourth Stokes parameter, respectively; is the wavelength;
is the Boltzmann’s constant; is the impedance of the medium;
is the bandwidth; and
and
are the vertically and horizontally polarized electric fields. The brackets stand for infinite
time average.
There are many techniques to measure all four Stokes parameters. This NIR design uses a one-bit/two-level digital correlator, the same one that is used for MIRAS imaging. Digital
correlators has been previously used in polarimetric radiometers, but the challenge in the implemented method is the fact
that there is additional noise in the correlated signal due to the
noise injection method. However, the noise injection method
was selected to meet the high requirements set for the reference radiometer arising especially from the goal of ocean surface salinity measurement.
The precision of a noise injection radiometer is based on comparing the measured signal to two reference sources, the noise
temperatures of which are known. This will remove the effect of
the receiver gain and offset variations. The antenna temperature
can be solved from the length of the noise pulse, since the level
of the noise is determined in calibration [3].
II. OPERATION OF NIR
NIR has several operational modes, but the most important
for the object of this paper are the following: total power mode
for antenna measurement (NIR-TP), noise injection mode for
antenna measurement (NIR-A), noise injection mode for the
NDN measurement (NIR-R), and the mode for calibration of
NIR-R mode (REF-CAL). Fig. 1 presents a schematic diagram
of the power detector output of one recever in NIR-A, NIR-R,
and REF-CAL modes.
The NIR-A mode operation is based on the following
equation:

0196-2892/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE

(2)
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of NIR h-channel. The v -channel is omitted due to
the fact that it is identical to the h-channel.

where
Fig. 1. Operational modes of the NIR for one receiver. NIR-A mode is for
measuring the antenna temperature, NIR-R mode for measuring the noise
temperature of the NDN, and REF-CAL mode is for calibration of the NIR-R
mode. One Dicke cycle is the period 1=f , and  is the length of the noise
injection. See text for explanation of other symbols.

where
is the Dicke reference load (or U-load) noise temperis the antenna temperature of the receiver,
is the
ature,
noise temperature of the noise injection of the receiver, and is
the length of the noise injection as a fraction of half of the Dicke
cycle.
The NIR-R mode works under the subsequent equation
(3)
is the noise temperature of the MIRAS noise diswhere
is the noise temperature of the reference
tribution network,
is the noise tembranch without the noise injection, and
perature of the reference noise injection.
The REF-CAL mode follows the next rule
(4)
can be solved
from which the reference noise injection
and antenna noise injection
when the antenna temperature
are known. Note that in the REF-CAL mode noise is injected during the entire antenna measurement time.

(6)
and

(7)
In the above equations
is the coupling factor of the direcis its physical temperature, and
is the
tional coupler,
insertion loss of the coupler and loss of the cable connecting it
is the loss of the antenna and its connection
to the receiver;
is the noise temperature of the noise source;
network;
is the attenuation of the attenuator in the injection channel, and
is its physical temperature; and
is the insertion loss of
the switch when the switch is connected to the injection channel.
See also Fig. 2.
B. Third and Fourth Stokes Parameter
Consider an ideal completely noise free total power radiometer with receivers for - and -polarization and correlator
for retrieveng the complex correlation between the two. Then
the third and fourth Stokes parameter can be solved using this
as follows:
ideal complex correlation
(8)
(9)

III. MEASURING FULLY POLARIMETRIC
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE

When the Stokes parameters are measured with noisy receivers, the receiver noise temperature is taken into account
using the so-called modulus term so that (e.g., [8])

A. Horizontal and Vertical Polarization
The antenna brightness temperature is basically retrieved
from the knowledge of the noise injection temperature and
physical temperature of the U-load.
Starting from (2) an equation for antenna temperature
taking the losses of the antenna and the network connecting it to
the receivers into account can be written as (see Appendix for
details)
(5)

(10)
where the real part of the nominal correlation coefficient
is the correlation between the in-phase outputs of the receivers,
is the correlation between the
and the imaginary part
quadrature output of the -receiver and the in-phase output of
the -receiver.
Additionally, when the Stokes parameters are measured during
a noise injection measurement the modulus term is written so that
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the injected noise is taken into account as increased receiver
noise temperature. These two cases are discussed below.
1) Stokes Parameters in Total Power Measurement: MIRAS
measures the normalized complex correlation of two receivers
using 1-bit/2-level digital correlators. This gives correlation
value according to the following equation [5]:
sign

sign

The ideal correlation coefficient of a time step is retrieved
from the measured one using the subsequent relation
(17)
Since
is written for every time step, it yields for the total
correlation coefficient

(11)

in which
and
are the input signal samples of the two
receivers and is the number of the samples being correlated.
This digital correlation value is related to the analogue correlation value, when it is applied to the signal which has limited
spectrum, as [6]

(18)
which, using (15), can be written as
(19)

(12)

can be solved numerically.
from which
Finally, the modulus terms are written for each time steps as
follows:

where is called here as the measured correlation coefficient.
The ideal correlation coefficient (measured with a noise free
receiver) is retrieved from the measured one using the relation

(20)
(21)

(13)

(22)

where is the ideal correlation coefficient and is the modulus
term defined as
(14)
where
and
are the receiver noise temperatures of the
- and -receiver, respectively, and
is the fringe-washing
factor, which describes the frequency response relations of the
receivers.
Redundant correlation coefficient, the complex conjugate of
is the corthe nominal, is the one in which the real part
relation between the quadrature outputs, and the imaginary part
is the correlation between the in-phase output of the -receiver and the quadrature output of the -receiver.
2) Solving Stokes Parameters With Noise Injection: In
noise injection measurement the Dicke cycle is divided into
four steps in order to take into account the different amount of
noise present during the measurement of correlation. The time
steps are defined here as follows:
1) measurement with noise injection to both channels;
2) measurement with noise injection to one channel;
3) measurement without noise injection;
4) measurement of the Dicke load (zero correlation).
The measured correlation coefficient is now written for every
yielding
time step
(15)
where

and
are the noise temperatures of the noise
where
injections of the - and -receiver, respectively. The equations
hold when the noise injection is longer in the -receiver. If the
noise injection is longer in the horizontal receiver, the subscript
is interchanged with the subscript in (21).
IV. MEASURING MIRAS BASELINE WITH NIR
Each channel of the NIR can form an interferometer baseline
with each of the receivers of the MIRAS. These baselines need
also application of blind correlation concept so that the noise
injection in the NIR channel is taken into account in the modulus
term.
For the formulation, the Dicke cycle of the NIR is divided
into three steps in the following manner (the normal receiver
measures the antenna during the whole Dicke cycle of the NIR):
1) measurement with noise injection;
2) measurement without noise injection;
3) measurement of the Dicke load (zero correlation).
The correlation coefficient is now written taking the time
steps into account
(23)
Now the modulus terms are written as

is the measured correlation coefficient and
(24)
sign

sign

(16)
(25)

in which
and
are the input signal samples of the two
receivers and
is the number of the samples being correlated
during the time step.

where subscript stands for a NIR channel and subscript
stands for a normal receiver.
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V. MEASURING NDN
The noise temperature of the NDN is measured in the NIR-R
mode. Starting from (3) the nonidealities of the reference branch
noise injection can be taken into account as follows (see the
Appendix for details):

cient between -output of the -channel and -output of the
-channel obtained during the measurement of NDN; subscript
means quadrature error corrected correlation coefficients;
subscript
means the quantizer offset corrected correlation
coefficient and

(26)
(32)
is the attenuation of the attenuator in the reference
where
is its physical temperature, and
is the isolachannel,
tion of the noise injection switch. See also Fig. 2.
VI. CALIBRATION OF NIR
A. Precalibration of Correlation Coefficient
The calibration of correlation coefficient is done both by measuring NDN and external target. The calibration procedure is
given below step by step.
1) Normalized Quantizer Offset Voltages: The normalized
quantizer offset voltages are determined as [7]
(27)
where is the offset voltage of quantizer , is the standard
is the measured
deviation of the signal at the quantizer, and
correlation coefficient against all zeros signal. The offset can be
determined at any time of NIR measurements, also during the
measurement of NDN.
2) Quadrature Error: The quadrature error is the deviation
of the phase difference of the in-phase ( ) and quadrature ( )
outputs of a channel from 90 . First the quantizer offsets are
accounted for by solving the following equation: [7]

(28)
is the measured correlation and
is the true corwhere
relation of quantizer outputs and .
The quadrature errors are now solved for the - and -channels using the offset corrected correlation coefficients as
follows:
(29)
(30)
where
and
are the correlation coefficients between
- and -outputs of the - and -channel, respectively, obtained
during measurement of NDN.
3) In-Phase Error: The in-phase error between - and
-channels is obtained from the phase of the complex correlation, after removing the quadrature errors as follows [8]:
(31)
where
is the correlation coefficient between -outputs
of the - and -channel, and
is the correlation coeffi-

Note that the in-phase error solved this way, i.e., using the
correlated noise from the NDN input port, does not take the
imbalance of the NIR front-end cables into account. However,
the front-end cables of NIR can be characterized with a known
target, and since it is a passive network, it does not require as
frequent calibration as the receiver part.
4) Residual Offset: There is a small offset, so-called residual
offset, in the receivers due to thermal gradients, synchronous
local oscillator leakage, and so on. This offset can be measrured and compensated for by measuring the correlation coefficient from the internal matched loads (also called as uncorrelated loads or U-loads) of the receivers.
5) Fringe-Washing Factor: The fringe-washing function,
which describes the difference between the frequency response
of the receivers, can be measured with the correlator of the NIR
since it has the property of correlating the signal with three
different delays and thus the so-called 3-delay method [9] can
be applied. The fringe-washing factor at certain delay can be
written as
(33)
, 0 or
, being 17.9 ns in the case of the
in which is
correlator of the NIR. The three values of the fringe-washing
function can be used to retrieve the whole function by fitting the
values to a sinc-function as introduced in [9].
6) Internal Self-Interference: There is also self-interference
in the noise injection circuitry due to cross-coupling from one
channel to the other which is observed as an additional offset.
This can also be measured by connecting uncorrelated loads to
the antenna inputs of the receivers. However, since this effect
is taken into account also in the measurement of overall selfinterference it is not necessary to perform this measurement.
7) Overall Self-Interference: The overall self-interference is
the internal self-interference combined to the external interference. The external self-interference consists of the correlation
resulting from the cross-coupling of the noise injection from
one channel to the other through the antenna. When measuring
an uncorrelated target this effect can be measured. It should
be noted that in the measurement also the internal self-interference adds to the measured correlation and thus the effect of
overall self-interference is determined with one measurement.
As internal self-interference, also the external self-interference
is dependent on the level of the measured noise, and thus several levels of brightness temperature would be preferred for the
measurement.
The following equation presents the principle of the self-interference. It is hard to define an equation for the internal self-in-
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terference since the medium of coupling is not well-defined. The
maximum overall self-interference can be written as
(34)
in which
(35)
where
is the isolation of the antenna channels and
is
the isolation of the directional coupler (with respect to coupling
).
B. Calibration of Horizontal and Vertical Brightness
Temperature
The NIR is calibrated using the so-called one-point calibration, meaning that only one target with known brightness temperature is used to determine the noise level of the noise injection, and thus the length of the noise injection pulse can be
related to the antenna temperature.
, the noise
When the NIR is measuring a known target
temperature of the noise source can solved from the following
(see the Appendix for details):
(36)
all the parameters in (36) need to be
In order to solve
, the attenuaknown. The coupling factor of the coupler
tion of the attenuator in the antenna injection channel
, and
are required
the insertion loss of the noise injection switch
to be known only at moderate accuracy (in order of 1 dB) and
are determined during the manufacturing of the radiometer with
and
(included
a vector network analyzer. Attenuations
in parameter ), on the other hand, need to be known with a good
accuracy (in order of 0.01 dB). These are measured by radiometric measurements. The physical temperatures of the direc, the attenuator in the noise injection channel
tional coupler
, and the U-load
are measured using PT100 thermal sensors, which had accuracy of 0.1 K in the measurement range.
C. Calibration of NDN Measurement
In order to calibrate the NIR-R mode the noise temperature of
the reference branch noise injection is to be determined. This is
done in the following manner: 1) a known target is measured in
NIR-A mode so that the noise temperature of the antenna branch
during the injection can be determined; and 2) the same target
is measured in REF-CAL mode so that the noise temperature
of the reference branch noise injection can be determined by
relating it to the noise temperature of the antenna branch with
full noise injection. See also Fig. 1.
The antenna branch noise level during the noise injection in
the NIR-A mode can be solved from the following (see the Appendix for details):

(37)

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the measurement setup for the correlation
measurements.

for which the parameters are to be solved as in the case of NIR-A
mode calibration presented in Section VI-B.
During the REF-CAL mode measurement the noise temperature of the noise source can be determined as follows (see the
Appendix for details):

(38)
for which the parameters are solved the same way as in the case
of NIR-A mode calibration (Section VI-B).
can be determined for (26) for NDN
This way the
measurement.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Blind Correlation
1) Measurement Setup: Correlation measurements were
carried out using the measurement setup presented in Fig. 3.
In this measurement the idea is to be able to create a situation
where NIR can see different Stokes parameters in any of its
operational modes.
The noise temperature emitted by the cold load was determined by measuring the cable temperature distribution with
five temperature sensors. Also the physical temperatures of the
power divider and phase shifters were measured. In this way
the inout noise temperature could be determined at all times
during the measurements.
2) Simulating Correlation Coefficient: The results were also
compared to the simulated correlation coefficient values calculated using the theory presented in [10]. In order to do the simulation the scattering parameters of the connecting network were
measured with a vector network analyzer and the phase shifts of
the phase shifters were determined using the correlator in-phase
calibration.
3) Measured Stokes Parameters: Correlation coefficient
was measured in different measurement modes as presented
in Figs. 4 and 5. The magnitudes (i.e., the different radii in
the figure) of the correlation coefficients depend on the ratio
of the correlated noise and the total noise. The effect of the
so-called blind correlation can be clearly seen. Furthermore, the
Stokes parameters were solved using the previously presented
equations yielding the results presented in Figs. 6 and 7. The
simulations and the results obtained both in NIR-TP mode and
in NIR-A mode are in good agreement.
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Fig. 4. Nominal correlation coefficient measured at different phase shifts
between horizontal and vertical channels. The measurement used for offset
and phase calibration is marked with text Cal. The coefficients on the outmost
circle are measured in the NIR-TP mode and those on the innermost in the
NIR-A mode.

Fig. 7. Measured Stokes parameters using the redundant correlation coefficient. The results are presented as in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the measurement setup for the measurements of
an uncorrelated cold load.

B. Internal Self-Interference

Fig. 5.

Redundant correlation coefficient presented as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Measured third and fourth Stokes parameters in NIR-TP (TP), NIR-A
(A) operational modes, and the simulated Stokes parameters (sim) with Sin and
Cos functions for illustration.

1) Measurement Setup: For determining the internal self-interference, a cold uncorrelated target was connected to the antenna inputs of both channels of the NIR as depicted in Fig. 8.
The physical temperature of the connecting cable of one of the
loads was measured at five locations. The same temperature distribution was then considered to apply also for the other load,
and thus the noise temperature emitted by the loads to the NIR
could be determined.
2) Results for Internal Self-Interference: Altough the internal self-interference is not strictly necessary to be determined
it is interesting to compare it to the overall self-interference.
Table I and Fig. 9 show NIR-A and NIR-TP mode measurement results of a cold uncorrelated target connected to the
antenna inputs of both channels. Even after the removal of the
residual offset there is offset in NIR-TP measurement. This
is probably due to finite matching of the measured matched
loads. The internal self-interference is solved by subtracting
the offset measured in NIR-TP mode from the offset measured
c.u. ( c.u.
) and
in NIR-A mode yielding
c.u. for
and
, respectively, being equal to
the magnitude of 11.01 c.u. and phase of 157.9 of complex
correlation coefficient. This offset is applicable for input noise
temperature of about 90 K, which was determined using the
physical temperature measurements of the load.
Results presented in Table I also show that the standard deviation of the correlation coefficient measured in NIR-A mode is
not degraded significantly when compared to that measured in
the NIR-TP mode or from the U-load.
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TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS IN CORRELATION UNITS WHEN COLD
UNCORRELATED TARGET OF MATCHED LOADS WERE MEASURED
IN NIR-A AND NIR-TP MODES. MEASUREMENT FROM U-LOAD
IS USED FOR THE RESIDUAL OFFSET CORRECTION

Fig. 10. Magnitude of the overall self-interference determined using absorber
load in liquid nitrogen. The crosses are actual measurement results to which the
line is fitted.

Fig. 9. Result from measurement of uncorrelated loads at antenna inputs.
NIR-A mode results are marked with + signs, NIR-TP results with crosses,
and U-load results with squares. The circles represent the averages of each
measurement. Residual correction has been applied to the results.

C. Overall Self-Interference
1) Measurement Setup: The overall self-interference was
measured using an uncorrelated target of an absorber cooled
down with liquid nitrogen (LN2). The pyramids of the absorber
were about 20 cm long, i.e., close to the wavelength, and NIR
was calibrated when the pyramids were nearly under the surface
of the LN2. It is acknowledged that this kind of load has its disadvantages since the high level of LN2 reduces the effect of the
pyramids. However, the method was considered to be accurate
enough to produce an estimate for the magnitude of self-interference. The different levels of brightness temperature were
achieved by letting the load to warm up and measuring the load
simultaneously using the calibration performed at the beginning.
2) Results: Fig. 10 shows the magnitude of the overall selfinterference as a function of input noise temperature. Internal
and external self-interferences seem to be on the same order
of magnitude. The RMS deviation of the measurements from
the modeled line is 0.57 c.u. equalling about 0.1 K in Stokes
parameters, which is considered quite good.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The operation principle of the MIRAS reference radiometer,
implemented as fully polarimetric noise injection radiometer,
was presented. One of the central ideas of the NIR is the
so-called blind correlation method, which was demonstrated
with measurements. The measurement technique makes the
Stokes parameters highly sensitive to the modulus terms, in-

cluding the amplitude of the noise injection, which have to be
measured very accurately.
The calibration procedure of the MDPP-2 noise injection radiometer was also presented. The procedure involves the calibration of the digital correlator, solving of the fringe-washing
factor, determination of the offsets created by the receivers and
the noise injection operation, and calibration of brightness temperature measurement using the one-point calibration.
Finally measurement results demonstrating the offsets and internal and overall self-interferences were presented. The conclusion is that the self-interference is a significant factor in the measurements, but can be compensated for when using the proper
measurements.
APPENDIX
A. Equations for Antenna Temperature Measurement
and Calibration
The equation for antenna temperature (5) is retrieved starting
from the balancing equation of the NIR-A mode as follows: the
balancing equation can be written as
(39)
is the noise temperature of the internal load,
where
is the antenna temperature at the receiver input when the noise
is the antenna temperature at the
injection is on, and
input of the receiver when the noise injection is off. The antenna
temperature at the input of the receiver can be written as
(40)
is the antenna temperature at the input of the direcwhere
tional coupler,
is the injection noise in the antenna branch,
is the loss of the directional coupler, and
is the physical
temperature of the directional coupler. The antenna temperature
at the input of the directional coupler can be written as
(41)
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where
is the antenna temperature and
is the loss of the
connection from the antenna to the coupler. The injection noise
in the antenna branch is calculated as

is the noise level in the antenna branch when the
where
is the same as in (39). From
noise injection is on and
this it yields

(42)

(49)

where
is the injection noise at the injection input of the
is the coupling factor of the didirectional coupler and
can be
rectional coupler. When the noise injection is on,
written as

from which (37) follows.
Now the noise source output can be determined using
REF-CAL mode, the balancing equation of which can be
written as

(43)

(50)

is the output of the noise source,
is the attenwhere
is its
uation of the attenuator in the injection channel, and
is the insertion loss of the switch
physical temperature and
controlling the noise injection. When the noise injection is off,
can be written as
(44)
since the effect of the noise leaking through the switch (
)
and the directional coupler can be considered negligible.
Now using the balancing equation and the results above, (5)
can be retrieved. Also, (36) can be derived using the expressions
above.
B. Equations for NDN Temperature Measurement
and Calibration

which yields

(51)
from which
can be solved yielding (38).
is solved in two
Note that the same noise source output
ways for both NIR-A and NIR-R modes separately. This is due
and
to the fact that the accuracy in which the attenuations
are known is limited. However, using noise source output
for retrieving the antenna and NDN noise temperatures yields
the best results despite the inaccuracy of the attenuations. This
has been shown by both simulations and experiments.
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